We investigate the role of depletion interactions in the particle-bubble interactions that determine the attachment capability of particles on the bubble surface in flotation. In this article, we propose a theoretical model that explains how this attractive interaction could enhance flotation efficiency. Two optimum conditions are determined for the concentration and molecular weight of the depletion agent. The optimum concentration can be determined through the extent of surface activity of the depletion agents. The magnitude of the depletion attraction increases as the concentration increases; however, an increase in the concentration simultaneously enhances its surface concentration. The bubble surface adsorption of the depletion agent results in polymer brushes on the bubble surface that produce a large repulsive interaction. In contrast, the optimal molecular weight of the depletion agents is given by the interaction between the depletion agent sizes, which is determined by its molecular weight and Debye length which is determined by the solution ionic strength. We demonstrate that exploiting this depletion interaction could significantly enhance the flotation efficiency and in principal could be used for any particle system.
Introduction
Flotation is a physico-chemical separation technique for particles and it has been used extensively for a wide range of mineral processes [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Although it is useful and powerful, flotation involves extremely complicated dynamic processes with various phase components (gas, liquid and solid) under flow; examples include the attachment of solid minerals to gas bubbles, the mixing of solid minerals under vigorous liquid flows, the formation of gas bubbles and the motion of bubbles due to buoyant force; none of which are completely understood. Furthermore, other components such as collectors and frothers are necessary addition [6] [7] [8] and the flows involved in this process are usually turbulent [9] [10] [11] . This complex problem is challenging to control thoroughly. Moreover, when encountering different systems, a strategy must be designed for each system because individual systems generally behave in distinct ways both qualitatively and quantitatively. Despite such complexity, researchers have made substantial efforts and progress along with some understanding of the mechanisms of flotation [12] [13] [14] [15] .
More specially, the understanding of the interaction between bubbles and minerals is crucial because it highly affected the flotation performance [12, [16] [17] [18] [19] . For these reasons, understanding how different minerals attach onto the bubbles is considered essential to improving the flotation technique.
Researchers have investigated numerous systems using a variety of techniques to improve the attachment of particles onto the bubbles [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . For example, many previous studies have focused on imparting hydrophobicity to the surface because the hydrophobic surface of minerals favorably interacts with bubbles [2, [21] [22] [23] [30] [31] [32] . Therefore, the type and number of suitable collectors that can selectively recover the minerals have been investigated. Furthermore, other researchers have focused on the influence of electrolyte solutions as well as selective adsorption of collector on the mineral surface to regulate the interaction between the particles and bubbles [6, 20, 25, 26, 29] . The dissolved ions compress the electrical double layer (EDL) of the particles, which reduces the electrostatic repulsive force [6, 33, 34] . The EDL compression improves the attachment between the particles and bubbles, thus increasing the flotation efficiency.
As described above, most previous research has emphasized four basic interactions: electrostatic, van der Waals, hydrophobic and capillary interactions, which are considered to be crucial in colloid chemistry. The first three interactions do not appear till interacting particles reach certain separation distance and the interplay among these three interactions determines the energy barrier that decides whether minerals can reach the bubble surface. In contrast, the capillary interaction can only be applied when the mineral surfaces come into contact with the bubble surfaces. Until the bubble and mineral surfaces touch each other, the force does not exist; however, once the minerals are trapped at the bubble surface, they cannot escape in most situations due to the large capillary forces [35, 36] . Thus, it is natural to ask whether other interactions provide a better tool to control the flotation process. One interaction that has not yet been investigated in the flotation community is the depletion interaction (sometimes also referred to as depletion attraction or osmotic pressure by depletion).
The depletion interaction is well known and has been widely used in colloid chemistry since the Asakura-Oosawa theory was first proposed in the 1950s [37] ; the theory describes the presence of attractive force appearing between two bodies immersed in a solution of macromolecules and the magnitude varies with concentration, shape and charge of macromolecules. The depletion interaction is an entropic interaction that also occurs in a mixture of large colloids and small colloids [38] [39] [40] [41] . Figure 1 presents a schematic of the depletion interaction. The small colloids provide the isotropic osmotic pressure when the large colloids are sufficiently separated; thus, the depletion force does not affect the interactions between large colloids. However, when their separation distance is closer than the size of the small colloids or the "excluded volume" is overlapped, the large particles are pushed toward each other via anisotropic osmotic pressure due to the exclusion of the small colloids between the large colloids. This force functions as an attractive interaction of the large colloids [37] [38] [39] 41, 42] . Through adding small colloids in a flotation system, the bubbles and mineral particles might behave as two large colloids in flotation. As a result, the attractive interaction via the depletion could enhance the attachment of mineral particles through overcoming preexisting energy barriers if the excluded volumes of the bubble surface and minerals overlap.
At the same time, these small colloids, which are referred to as depleting agents, can also adversely affect the attachment of minerals to the bubbles. Typically, neutral polymers such as polyethylene glycol, polyethylene oxide and dextran that are used as depleting agents can provide either attractive or repulsive interactions depending on whether they adsorb to the surface of larger colloids or are suspended in the solution; if they are freely suspended in the solution, they function as depleting agents, which yields attractive depletion interactions; in contrast, if they adhere to the surface of the large colloids, they function as polymer brushes, which results in steric repulsion [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . These interesting properties of neutral water-soluble polymers could be exploited in the flotation process because they can be attached on both the bubble and mineral surfaces.
The goal of this paper, which is the first in a series of papers, is to understand the role of the depletion interaction theoretically when considering flotation. As mentioned above, it is difficult to consider all interactions involved in flotation together but this problem is countered through considering each interaction with the depletion attraction. Furthermore, this investigation structure provides a rational direction on how to exploit the depletion interaction so that the flotation efficiency can be increased. We analyze this complicated process in the simplest terms for the depletion interaction and only interactions between the bubbles and target particles are considered.
In the following sections, we examine how the depletion interaction affects the overall interaction between the bubbles and minerals and also how much the attachment behavior is improved. We begin with a model similar to the Smoluchowski equation of colloidal aggregation in order to compute the probability of minerals to attach onto the bubbles depending on the interaction energy. First, using the well-known Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory, we consider the influence of the bubble-particle attachment interaction on two major interaction parameters (electrostatic and van der Waals interactions) and then, the depletion interaction was additionally added as a function of the depletant concentrations. We also demonstrate that when the depleting agents are surface active, they can function as polymer brushes at the bubble surface, thus providing a repulsive interaction. Second, we discuss how the molecular weights of the depletion agents affect the flotation efficiency and explain its relationship with the ionic strengths of solutions. Finally, we examine the depletion interaction strength compared to the gravitational force and capillary force. Figure 1 . Schematic of the depletion interaction in a typical flotation process. The depletion agent does not influence the particle-bubble interaction when their separation distance (h) is larger than the diameter of the depletion agent (2R g ), that is, h ≥ 2R g . However, the attractive force due to depletion begins to be exerted when the particles come closer to the bubble than the diameter of the depletion agent (h < 2R g ).
Theoretical Background

Probability for Particles to Attach to Bubbles Without Convective Flow
We begin with the flux of particles from the bulk to the surface. For simplicity, we assume that a convective flow does not exist in the system and that the only route for particles to reach the bubble surface is via diffusion based on Abrahamson approach [10, 50, 51] . Although particles in flotation are typically non-Brownian particles with sizes larger than 10 µm, this theory remains valid because we only look for how much energy is required to obtain particle flux. The actual driving force of this flux in a real system is the fluid flow; however, this is ignored at this stage. The flux of particles from the bulk solution to the interface follows the theory of coagulation [42, 52] , which is given as follows:
where V B is the maximum energy value for the interaction potential and it also termed as the magnitude of the energy barrier. The constant C contains numerous experimental variables including the diffusion constant of particles (D), the particle concentration (C B ) and the curvature of the energy profile at V B . It should be noted that C has various forms depending on different assumptions [52] ; however, for all of them, C is constant as long as D and C B remain constant. Therefore, the flux of the particles only depends on V B ; therefore, this is the focus.
DLVO Interaction
In order to compute the maximum energy barrier between a particle and a bubble, we consider the simplest yet most popular interaction: the DLVO theory [53, 54] . This theory involves two interactions: the van der Waals (V VDW ) and electrostatic interaction (V EDL ). Note that we use a planar-spherical particle geometry because the size of mineral (a) is significantly smaller than that of a bubble. For this geometry, the V VDW interaction at the separation distance between a plane and a sphere h is given as follows [55] :
where a is the colloid particle radius and λ is the characteristic wavelength of the interaction and 100 nm is the typical value used. In addition, A 132 is the Hamaker constant for the interaction of particle 1 with bubble 2 in water 3. The A 132 between particle and bubble in water can be approximately represented as [56] :
The value of A 22 can be acceptably considered as zero because the molecular density inside the bubble is too low compared with the liquid or solid phase [57] . Thus, A 132 becomes
Since A 11 is typically larger than A 33 , A 132 becomes negative. Accordingly, the value of A 132 employed in this paper is −3.21 × 10 −21 J, which is representative value for a silica-bubble-water system [56] . As a consequence of this, V VDW between the particle and the bubble in water tends to be positive, indicating that V VDW becomes a repulsive interaction in the case of the particle-bubble system [57] . In addition, the V EDL interaction for the planar-spherical geometry is described as follows [58] :
where ε r = ε/ε 0 is the relative dielectric constant of the suspending liquid, ε is the dielectric constant of the suspending liquid, ε 0 is the permittivity of free space, ψ p is the surface potential of the plate and ψ s is the surface potential of the sphere. κ is the inverse of the electrical double layer thickness, which is known as the Debye-Huckel parameter: where I s is the ionic strength, N A is Avogadro's number, e is the elementary charge, k B is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature. Depending on the parameter choices, the total interaction profile can be either favorable or unfavorable because they determine the magnitude of the energy barrier (E B ) [59, 60] . The particle-bubble interactions have been routinely modeled using these two interactions [55, 58] .
Depletion Interaction
The simplest yet most powerful force is the depletion interaction because it enhances the attractive interactions between the particles and bubbles. The depletion interaction arises between large particles in a solution of relatively smaller non-adsorbing polymers, micelles, or smaller hard spheres. The basic effect is simple: when the separation distance of larger particles (h) is smaller than the diameter of the small particles, the small particles are excluded from the gap between the larger particles. This depletion of small particles between larger particles breaks the balance of osmotic pressure by the small particles, which results in inward pressure and this effectively functions as an attractive interaction [37, 38, 42] . Again, the bubble is significantly larger than the mineral particles and the depletion interaction (V DEP ) as a function of the separation distance between the large sphere (particle) and the planar wall (bubble) is given as follows [61] :
where φ p is the volume fraction of the depletant and R g is the radius of gyration of the depletants. It should be emphasized that this range of depletion interaction has a crucial function in determining the optimum conditions.
Steric Interaction
The polymers that are typically used for depletion attraction do not generally adhere to solid surfaces but they can be adsorbed at the air/water interface [62] . Polyethylene glycol (PEG), which is a typical depletion agent in aqueous systems, is surface active and lowers the air/water surface tension. In this situation, the polymers adsorbed at the bubble surface can function as a neutral polymer brush, which results in steric repulsive interactions between the solid particles that are to be adsorbed. This short-ranged repulsive interaction increases the E B , thus hindering the particle attachment regardless of the existence of several attractive interactions. The efficiency of the steric interaction depends on the surface density σ (the number of molecules per area) and the initial brush thickness L 0 . The steric interaction (V STE ) as a function of separation distance h is given, as follows [45, 63, 64] :
Other Possible Interaction (Surface Coverage)
Numerous other possible interactions exist, as described in the introduction. One factor that could significantly influence the particle-bubble interaction is the surface coverage of the surfactant or particles [65, 66] . When particles approach the bubble surface, the surfactant molecules or particles that already exist on the bubble surface restrict the other particles to be attached. In order to enable a successful attachment, a new free surface area must be created through compressing the existing particles to one side and thus the new particles can enter into the newly created area. The energy required to create a new free surface is related to the surface viscosity and elasticity [67] [68] [69] . In general, sufficient numbers of bubbles are formed and therefore the particle concentration at the bubble surface is typically low while the surfactant molecules (either collectors or frothers) always cover almost surface area of bubbles, which potentially hinders the attachment. Fortunately, simple surfactant molecules as collectors or frothers are, however, relatively easy to compress and expand to create an unoccupied free surface. Furthermore, as demonstrated in the previous section, when the depletion agents are adsorbed on the bubble surface, the V STE is significantly more dominant than this effect. Therefore, it is reasonable to neglect this effect a full stop and the final interaction energy in this article is as follows:
Results and Discussion
Depletion Interaction with DLVO Interactions
First, two basic interactions are considered: electrostatic and van der Waals interactions. Figure 2 depicts the representative interaction energy profiles between a particle and a bubble using the parameters in Tables 1 and 2 . It is clear that the EB of this interaction has an order of 10 3 k B T, which cannot be overcome using thermal energy, k B T. This high energy primarily arises from the size of the particles: particles with a typical size of 10-100 nm have an order of k B T for similar electrostatic and van der Waals parameters in Tables 1 and 2, whereas particles with a size of~10 µm have 10 3 k B T due to their size. Nevertheless, when the depletant using parameters in Table 3 are considered, the attractive energy increases and lowers the E B . In the case of a 20 mM monovalent salt concentration, the E B decreases when the 10 wt % of depletant is added. It should be noted that V DEP has a long range attractive interaction and the magnitude of V DEP is comparable to V VDW . This demonstrates that V DEP could be the primary attractive interaction in the particle-bubble interaction.
In order to quantitatively understand the role of V DEP , the interaction energy profiles with varying concentrations of depletion agent are described in Figure 2b . The DLVO interaction parameters are the same as those in Figure 2a . It is clearly seen that E B decreases significantly with increases in the concentration of the depletion agent, which is also proven by our experimental results [70] . Therefore, this result strongly indicates that particle attachment could become far easier in the presence of depletion agents. Figures 2-5 were expressed by these fixed parameter values as an electrostatic force. b Figure 5 was additionally represented with varying these parameter values as an electrostatic force to investigate the effect of ionic strengths and Debye length. Figures 2-5 were expressed by these fixed parameter values as a depletion force. b Figure 2b was additionally represented with varying these parameter values as a depletion force to investigate the influence on the concentration of depletant. c Figure 4b was additionally represented with varying these parameter values as a depletion force to identify the influence on the radius of gyration and molecular weight of depletant.
Concentration Dependent: Surface Activity of Depletion Agents (Steric Effects)
Although the typical depletant in an aqueous system is a neutral polymer and weakly surface active, it can be adsorbed into the bubble or particle surface. Once adsorbed, those depletants at the surface function as polymer brushes rather than depletion agents [43] [44] [45] 74] . Here, the depletion agent is assumed to be PEG because it is used in the companion experimental paper [70] . Assuming that PEG is reversibly adsorbed onto the bubble surface, which is an appropriate assumption for a soluble surfactant (i.e., Gibbs monolayer) [75] , the surface concentration of the polymer depends on the bulk concentration of PEG in equilibrium, although most PEG molecules remain in the bulk [75, 76] . Because the depletion attraction and polymer brushes compete as their concentrations increase, an optimum concentration of depletion agent exists [70] . In general, a high concentration of depletant provides a higher attraction. However, if it is too high, then surface adsorption begins to occur, which prevents the attachment of particles into the bubbles. Figure 3 presents the additional interaction energy profile through the modified DLVO prediction including the V DEP and V STE using the parameters listed in Tables 1-4 . It can be seen that brush length becomes longer, the magnitudes of the V STE gradually increases at the shorter range and thus it is hard for a particle to contact bubble despite the existence of the depletion force. In contrast, for brush lengths shorter, a weaker repulsive interaction is exhibited but they appear to have high energy barriers, which prove that the brush lowers the attachment probability. However, it should be noted that the magnitudes of the V STE were overestimated for two reasons: first, non-ionic polymers such as PEG do not generally adhere to the particle (solid) surface [77] , so the model for brushes on both sides are overestimated and second, the PEG on the bubble surface is mobile and compressible so that particles could create an empty surface through compressing the PEG at the bubble surface, thus enabling them to be adsorbed. , polymer weight (10 wt %), polymer volume fraction (8.84 × 10 −1 (v/v)), polymer radius of gyration (6.48 × 10 −9 m), polymer molecular weights (10 4 g/mol) and areal chain density (1 nm −2 ) are fixed. Table 4 . Parameter values of steric interaction employed in the theoretical considerations.
Parameters Values References
Areal Chain Density, σ 1 nm −2 a [78] Brush Thickness, L 0 3 × 10 −9 -1.5 × 10 −8 m b a Figure 3 was expressed by these fixed parameter values as a steric force. b Figure 3 was additionally represented with varying these parameter values as a steric force to investigate the influence on the brush thickness.
Molecular Weight Dependence: How Is the Energy Barrier Lowered?
In this section, the effects of the molecular weights (MW) of the depletion agent are investigated. The interaction energy profiles were calculated with variations in the MW of the depletant from 10 2 to 10 5 g/mol and these are depicted in Figure 4 . Overall, it was confirmed that there is a significant difference in the interaction energy profiles between the particles and bubbles depending on the changes in the MW of the depletant. In particular, the E B gradually decreases as the MW of the depletant increases for low MW (10 2 -10 3 g/mol), whereas it increased as the MW increased at high MW (10 3 -10 5 g/mol). These trends are clearly seen in Figure 4a ,b, respectively. This non-monotonic dependence results from the range of the depletion interaction depending on the MW because it is limited by the size of the depletion agents (2R g ). For a polymer in a good solvent such as PEG in water, the radius of the gyration scales as R g~N 0.6 , where N is the degree of polymerization, which is proportional to MW [64] . The R g values for 10 3 and 10 5 g/mol are 1.6 nm and 26 nm, respectively. This depletion range competes with the electrostatic interaction range, which is approximately the Debye length (l d ). That is, for the depletion attraction to lower the E B , the range of the V DEP should be greater than that of the V EDL and thus a larger MW depletant is more effective. However, it is not always effective because a large MW depletant provides a lower osmotic pressure: from |V DEP |~ϕ p a/R g~n aR g 2 , V DEP is proportional to the number of molecules and for two solutions with the same mass fraction of depletant solution, the low MW solution has significantly more depletant molecules compared with the high MW solution. In principal, the concentration of high MW depletant could be increased to be considerably high but the viscosity of the solution also increases rapidly [79] , thus resulting in the flotation becoming practically impossible.
Ionic Strength Dependent: How Is the Energy Barrier Lowered?
As described above, the ionic strength changes the Debye length, thereby controlling the range of the repulsive interactions. In order to verify the effect of the ionic strength, the interaction energy profiles were also calculated using the classical DLVO predictions (a) and modified DLVO predictions including depletion force (b) with variations in the ionic strengths (10 −3 -10 −1 M) and these are described in Figure 5 , respectively. As expected, the ionic strengths decreased the magnitudes of E B between the particle and bubble with increases in the ionic strengths. In particular, as illustrated in Figure 5b , E B decreased more rapidly as the ionic strength increased in the presence of 10 wt % of 10 4 g/mol PEG, which corresponds to 6.5 nm in radius. The depletant does not lower the E B for lower ionic strengths for l d > R g . As the ionic strength increased or l d decreased and approached R g (6.5 nm for 10 4 g/mol), the difference became more significant, exhibiting a greater difference of E B . For comparison, l d is~2.15 nm for 20 mM.
The EB is determined through the interplay between the range of attraction and repulsion. The long attraction range of the depletion attraction results in a significant effect on the E B . Specially, for certain conditions (10 wt % of 10 4 g/mol PEG with > 2 × 10 −2 M of ionic strength), the particle-bubble interaction becomes more attractive; thus, particles could be easily adsorbed onto the bubble surface. Considering the magnitudes of E B using classical and modified DLVO predictions for ionic strengths, the V DEP more significantly affects the interaction force between the particle and bubble when l d < R g . It should be noted that the dissolved ions could also function as depletants but both the range and the magnitude of the interaction were significantly smaller than the effect of PEG because |V DEP |~R g 2 and this is approximately 100 times smaller and the range is only an order of 0.1 nm. 
Concentration Dependent: Gravity Versus Depletion (Particle Size Dependent)
Once the particles are attached at the bubble surface, the interaction energy profile that is considered above becomes trivial because it is now governed by another force, that is, the capillary force [80] . This force could be sufficiently strong that the particles cannot escape the interface except in two situations: (1) either completely hydrophilic or hydrophobic particles that have a tiny capillary force and (2) nanoparticles that have a lower capillary interaction. When a single spherical particle of a radius a is immersed to its equilibrium depth in a planar gas-water interface, this depth is a(1 − cos θ), where θ is the contact angle of the bubble-water interface. Neglecting the external forces (e.g., gravity), with water-solid (γ ws ) and water-gas (γ gw ) interfacial tension, the capillary energy (i.e., capillary interaction) is computed as follows [80] :
According to the literature, the magnitude of this capillary interaction is in the order of >10 6 J for a micron-sized particle with moderate hydrophobicity [81, 82] . Likewise, the capillary force significantly affects the flotation system (i.e., solid-gas system), maintaining particles at the interface while floating.
However, the depletion attraction could hold the particles at the interface without this capillary energy. Assuming that the gravity due to the weight of the particles is the only reason to escape from the interface and considering that the particles are already attached to the interface by the depletion attraction, it is natural for particles to tend to escape from the interface via gravitational force. As soon as the particles escape from the interface, the depletion force is exerted on the particle to move it back into the interface. This gravitational force of the particle 4ρgπr 3 /3 is balanced with the depletion force (−∂V DEP /∂h). Applying the 10 wt % of 10 4 g/mol PEG solution as in Figure 1 , the depletion force is computed through taking the derivative of the depletion energy in Equation (7) . The maximum particle size that the depletion force can hold at the interface is~10 µm. Because the capillary force is almost always present, the depletion force can maintain a larger particle size [80] . It should be noted that the capillary forces are typically far greater than the depletion force, except for the cases that the particles are nearly hydrophilic.
Conclusions
Throughout this article, we have theoretically explored the role of the depletion interaction in particle-bubble interactions, which might be very crucial in flotation techniques. Using the common DLVO theory, which is considered to describe the main interactions between particles and bubbles, we examined how the depletion interaction changes the magnitude of the E B when many experimental variables such as the ionic strength and molecular weight of the depletion agent are varied. These E B decreases determine the overall flotation efficiency: a lower energy barrier leads to a high attachment probability of particles, thus leading to superb floatability. Interestingly, additional depletion agents could worsen the flotation process if the concentration becomes too high. The depletion agents dispersed in the solution could also be adsorbed into the bubble surface and these adsorbed agents might function as polymer brushes, thereby yielding a strong steric repulsion. This implies that there is an optimum concentration of depletion agents: high concentrations of depletion agents increase the attachment probability while it could adversely affect the flotation process through developing repulsive steric interactions as polymeric brushes. In addition, it was found that the competition of the two length scales is a crucial factor in effectively decreasing the energy barrier. The first length scale is the Debye length, which represents a repulsive interaction and the second length scale is the gyration radius of the depletion agents, which reflects the range of attractive interaction. This indicates that optimum molecular weights exist for the depletion agents and the salt concentration.
Determining the optimum concentration and molecular weight of the depletion agents involves numerous interaction parameters including the Hamaker constant, surface charge density of particles, ionic strength and particle size. These parameters differ considerably depending on the types of particle and processes, for which particular strategies might be required. However, the central theme in this paper remains unchanged: an optimum concentration and molecular weight exist for any system. These conditions can be found experimentally: the Debye length can be determined through ionic strength, thereby enabling the optimum molecular weight to be selected; the optimum concentration can be easily determined through measuring the surface tension of the bubbles because it represents how much the polymer molecules are adsorbed in the surface.
In principle, this strategy could be applied to mixed particle systems consisting of two or more species. Suppose that there are two different types of particles and they exhibit different surface properties, one of which has more negative charges on the surface than the other. Through accurately controlling the attractive interaction using depletion interaction, a "sweet spot" could be found to decrease the E B significantly for one type but not for the other type. Although it is uncertain how difficult it would be to find this "sweet spot," we could intentionally design this type of environment in order to obtain the right conditions. Some important interactions that have been ignored, such as hydrophobic interactions, would also have a significant influence on the particle-bubble interaction with/without the depletion attraction. The influence of hydrophobic attraction on the bubble-particle interaction with the depletion attraction cannot be simply estimated at this stage because it will highly depend on the type of materials for separation: hydrophobic versus hydrophobic, hydrophobic versus hydrophilic, or hydrophilic versus hydrophilic. Moreover, vigorous fluid flows could significantly alter the particle-bubble interactions and it remains largely unknown how much the fluid flow affects the particle-bubble interactions in the presence of depletion agents. These questions remain as future research. 
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